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“Sweet are the uses of adversity which, like the toad, ugly
and venomous, wears yet a precious jewel in his head.”
~William
Shakespeare

It’s hard for me to write about this. I suppose it stems from
being a mutt of Italian and Irish ancestry, two cultures
famous for intense pride and keeping personal things “in the
family.”
I wonder if my parents ever loved each other.
By the time I was eight years old, it was clear they did not

get along. I never witnessed them getting along, or even being
affectionate toward one another. But I always felt loved.
My parents told my younger brother and me that they loved us
every day, most days multiple times. We never struggled for
anything.
My father had sold his garage door business years earlier, but
that money seemed to be drying up. We lived in a 3,000 square
foot house that my father had built six years prior. Six years
later, it was in foreclosure.
I’m sure the pressure was tough on them. My mother was not
herself either. She was acting erratically. Inconsistent.
One minute she was playful and full of life, the other she was
angry and depressed. We soon found out that she was battling
bipolar disorder, and she was forced to spend time in the
hospital for evaluation and recovery.
Shortly thereafter, my parents officially separated, we lost
the house, and my brother and I split time between my
grandparents’ house (where my dad was crashing) and the
apartment where my mom was placed after her treatment.
Memories of the apartment are vivid. Maybe it was because of
the impact it had on me, or maybe it was because, at eight
years old, I was beginning to have a strong sense for my
environment. Maybe it was both.
The house was daunting from the street. It was big and blue
with white trim. It looked like an old New England colonial
that was turned into an apartment building. At the time, it
had about eight or nine units.
Our unit was one room, about 400 square feet, with one bed.
When my brother and I stayed with Mom, we didn’t have enough
room for all of us to sleep on the bed. I would volunteer to
sleep on the floor, so that my mom and Jesse could get a

comfortable night sleep.
There was no kitchen in any of the units. The kitchen was
downstairs on the first floor, in a common area, of which all
the tenants would share. At dinnertime, it would become
crowded, noisy, and often overwhelming for our family…and I am
willing to guess most of the other families, too.
I remember, at eight years old, thinking to myself, “This
can’t be all we deserve. There must be something more to our
lives than this.”
It was an intense time, and it would turn out to be one of the
key moments of impact in my life. A moment in time that would
serve as a reminder, and beacon, for the person I strive to
become every day.
I don’t share this story to gain pity. Nor do I share it as
something to compare to your life, and the situations you’ve
encountered. I share it to demonstrate how this moment in time
is one of a series of moments that I choose to use to my
advantage. Without it, I would argue that I would be less full
as a human being.
My adversity is my advantage. The story I tell myself about
the adversity I face is that advantage.
Why? Perspective and practice.
Think about the first time you tried to hit a baseball. You
didn’t know what to expect. You hadn’t developed any muscle
memory. No hand/eye coordination. The first pitch you tried to
hit was most likely a miss. You failed.
However, there was something that came along with that miss.
You began to get perspective. You tried out skills that you
never used before, like self-awareness. Did you swing too
late? How about rotating your hips?
Next time, you made an adjustment. You may have failed again,

but each time you did, you were gaining experience that, with
the right mental skillset and approach, would better prepare
you for the next pitch.
The same approach applies to adversity. I was able to get
early “at bats” with adversity.
Those early “at bats” were failures, but I was beginning
develop the right mindset to deal with the next pitch.
never become perfect at this, but what you must control
taking advantage of as many “at bats” with adversity as
reveals itself.
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Why Adversity is Critical To Growth
“In this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death
and taxes.” ~Benjamin Franklin
Benjamin Franklin was wrong. There is one other certainty:
adversity.
We all face adversity in our lives. Adversity does not just
show itself in dramatic ways, like cancer and car accidents.
It also shows itself each day, in small ways, through highway
traffic or arguments with our significant others.
Each adversity moment is a learning moment in its own right.
We miss countless opportunities to grow because we don’t know
how to appreciate and identify these moments.
Call it what you want: adversity, failure, struggle,
obstacles, or barriers. Many of us are taught, at a young age,
to avoid these things. Why? Because they are hard. Because our
parents, and people who care about us, are hardwired to
protect us from harm.
However, by avoiding these situations we are being harmed in
other ways.
A multiyear study, published in the Journal of Personality and

Social Psychology, surveyed 2,400 subjects who experienced
negative life events.
These events included serious illness, violence, natural
disasters, and other major moments. The study found that
“those who experienced negative life events reported better
mental and overall well-being than those who did not.” This is
significant.
There is also a downside to adversity. Without the right
supports or mental skillsets, adversity can cause stress,
affecting decision-making and physical health.
Dr. Nadine Harris, founder of the Center for Youth Wellness in
San Francisco, found that adults who were exposed to high
levels of stress as children had higher rates of cancer, heart
disease, emphysema, and significantly higher suicide rates.
We can control our response to adverse situations. We can turn
them into opportunities. We just need the right set of
principles to turn adversity into opportunity.
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